
THE BATTLE OF THE
WEDDING BANDS



Picture THE VOICE, but with full BANDS instead of solo singers, 
facing-off in a bracket-style competition filled with laughs, love, 
music, and pop stars.

In each episode, our celebrity host introduces us to an engaged 
couple seeking the perfect wedding band. We learn the couple’s 
love story, their vision for the big day, and their musical tastes. 

We then meet three wedding bands, a wide variety of quirky 
characters with big personalities and compelling backstories who 
will compete to play our couple’s wedding. We’ll learn about their 
lives, their love of music, and how they fell into this very niche career 
path. Usually, that story involves a failed dream of stardom, but this 
competition is their shot at redemption, because… 

Each season of the show features three regular celebrity advisors 
(similar to the Voice), popular musicians who are going to push 
these bands to bring out their personality, hit the high notes, and 
craft a killer performance to get the gig.



Now, our couples have widely varying taste in music between 
each other. So it’s going to be up to the bands to find a way to 
please them both, either by creating a medley, a mash-up, or a 
new twist on an old classic (like a romantic acoustic version of 
“Baby Got Back”). The bands will then use their musical creation 
as an “audition” for the couple. To add extra intrigue, we bring in 
a ticking clock… the bands only have one day to rehearse.

The heart of the show is hanging with our bands as they put their 
creative sensibilities to work, and watching how their “audition” 
takes shape via the skilled touches of their advisors. We’ll capture 
the highs and lows of the creative process, the camaraderie and 
struggles that arise, keeping the tone light and fun while teasing 
their forthcoming audition.

For the finale, we bring back our host and couple for each band’s 
audition, as they perform their hearts out for the couple in the 
hopes of being chosen. We watch in suspense as the couple
debates which band they like best, and rejoice with them as
they pick the winner.



Over the course of the season, the bands will face bracket-style 
elimination until there’s just four bands left standing. Then, in a
special season finale, our advisors will become judges, giving 
each band a specific musical medley challenge and scoring their 
performances. The winner gets a cash prize and a recording
contract.

In the end, the show is not only about finding the perfect wedding 
band, but also about celebrating the power of music to bring 
people together and create unforgettable memories. So whether 
you’re a music lover or a hopeless romantic, this show is sure to 
leave you with a smile on your face and a song in your heart. 



FORMAT
2426 MIN EPISODES

COLD OPEN TEASE  1 MIN

 A fun, fast-paced montage of what’s to come in this episode,

 set to the music of our featured bands.

ACT 1  45 MIN
 We meet and introduce our couple, bands, and advisors.

ACT 2  68 MIN

 We’re a fly on the wall for rehearsals and the magic of creation.

ACT 3  810 MIN

 The bands play, the host and couple debate, and a winner is chosen.

OUTRO  2 MIN
 A montage of the couple’s wedding intercut with the band’s performance,

 capturing the holy union of love and music.



POTENTIAL HOSTS:

GABRIEL IGLESIAS

KEVIN HART

JANELLE JAMES

JOEL MCHALE

YVONNE ORJI



POTENTIAL ADVISORS:

DOJA CAT

ROSALIA

HARRY STYLES

JACK HARLOWBAD BUNNY

LIZZO

SZAED SHEERAN BTS



THANK YOU


